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TRADE STUDIES FOR NUCLEAR SPACE POWER SYSTEMS
John M. Smith
David J. lknts
Harvey S. ]Bloomfield
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
Abstn_ Redioisotove Power Systems For SEI _vvlications
As human vidons of Ratce applications expand and as w¢ probe
further and further out into the universe, our needs for power will
also expand, and mir_lona will evolve which are enabled by nuclear
power. A broad spectrum of missions which are enhanced or enabled
by nuclear poorer murc__s_ been defined. The._ include earth
orbital platforms, deep gpace platformg planetary exploration and
extraterrestrial resource exploration. The recently p_ Space
Exploration Initiative (SET) to the Moon and Mars has more clearly
defined there miggions and their power requirements. This paper.
presents results of recent studies of radioisotope and nuclear reactor
energy souree_ combined with various energy conversion devices for
earth orbital applications, SEI lunar/Man rover and surface power,
and planetary exploration.
Introduction
In response to President Bush's speech commemorating the 20th
anniversary of the Appollo 11 Moon landing, NASA has embarked on
a study of returning to the Moon to stay followed by s manned
mission to Mars. NASA's initial response to thk challenge was to
complete a "90 Day Study" (ref. 1) which defined various migsion
scenarioG (architectures) that emphasized different themes and long
range goals. These were: science and exploration (emphasis on
discovery and acquiring information), aggr_ive Mars mission
(emphasis on getting to Mars with the lunar surface being used
primarily as a training station), resource utilization (emphasis on
lunar oxygen and helium 3 production) and a final emphasis on
permanent lunar/Mars occupancy. To expand this national endeavor
to include the best thoughts from within government, industry,
academia and throughout the country a Synthesis Group was formed
which has recently released their findings (ref. 2). While differing in
detail and to rome extent in emphasis from the "90 Day Study" there
was broad agreement between the studies that space nuclear power
was enabling for all the mission architectures that might be
considered.
The need for nuclear power becomes evident when one considers the
power requirements needed to support transportation, construction
and mining vehicleg habitation systems and in-situ resource utilization
systems. These power levels range from g'veral kilowatts electric
(kWe) to megawatts electric (MWe) and must eventually support the
lunar base through the 14 earth-day night and Mars applications
through a 12 hour night. The energy storage requirements for these
long dark periods make solar energy prohibitively massive and
expensive for these high power applications.
Several trade studi_ investigeting the use of radioisotope and nuclear
reactor energy sources comhined with various energy conversion
devices have been performed to address the power requirements of
rome lunar/Mars applications as well as power systems for rome
precursor robotic missions, earthorbital missions and futureplanetary
exploration.
Radiok.otope pot_r t3_tetm induda thermoelectricgenemtott
eaeq#zed by decay heat from a radioisotope heat source and dymunic
heat engines energized by the lame heat Iource. Radioisotope
thermoelectric generators (RTG'$) have already found broad
application for deep space miuio_ as charactedz_ by the Pioneer,
Voyager, Galileo and _ t'pacecra/L They alto provided _trface
power for the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments and the Mars
Landers. They will findfuture nse in deep tlmce with the C_AP and
Ca_ini miudons and may well fred application on precursor SEI
mi_ionz which were left undefined in the "90 DayStudy". These are
low power (lessthan 1 kWe) miggions.
The power Rquirements specified by the "90 Day Study" indicated
that more robust power levelswillbe _.quired for Lunar/Mars
exploration. Power levels which nmge up to approximately 20 kWe
will be more advantageously serviced by dynamic isotope power
aystems (DIPS) as shown in fig. 1 where a performance comparison
between the presently ur,e.d General Purport Heat Souree (GPHS)
RTG, the anticipated performance of the next generation Mod RTG
and a Brayton DIPS is made. Therefore, in the studies to follow the
only radioisotope power system comidered was the DIPS.
I:unar Rqver and SurfaceApplications
On the basis of studies carried out during the "90 Day Study" and
thereafter, a number of mission enabling or enhancing rover and
service vehicles were identified. There were:
Lunar excursion vehicle nay|oad unloader (LEVPU3: Provides
cargo off-loading and emplacement along with site preparation
and construction. It it a large teleoperated crane with daytime
operation only.
_inin2 exqr_tqr |nd_etolith hauler. Vehicles used to mine
and haul regolith for the in-situ resource utilization (ISRU)
plant. Mining only occurs during the lunar day.
]_ressufized Rover. Provides a "shirt sleeve" environment for
transporting of pemonnel from the Lunar Excurdon Vehicle
(LEV) to the habitat, for 4 day exploration mir_ions covering
100 km or more and as a temporary/emergency habitat. It
requires both day and night operation.
UnDressurized p,ove_ Used for robotic missions of up to 1000
km to perform scientific experiments and for crew transport and
site construction during the early phase of base development.
Has both day and night operation.
LEV Servicer. Provides power to LEV and auxiliary/emergency
power for the lunar bate. It operates continuously.
"/'hispaperIsd_hmt,d aworket tlwU. S. Gov_rttm_mandit
treembJe¢'fto eu_r_ht proportionI IKtUaJledSzat+_
The operational requirements and characteristics of these devk_ as
they can be presently defined, are listed in Table !. From these
requin:ments and a characterization of the vehicle designs required
to achieve the above operations, mission power profiles were
obtained. Tneae profiles fall into three general categories.
1. Cyflic operation with high peak lm_r requirements, idle periods
during the lunar day and little or no lunar night operation. The
LEVPU, tegolith hauler, mining excavator and certain pressurized and
unpresturized rover short missions fit this category.
2. c_.ue opemtiom where the .cave pe_ m "x'reaseOfnxn the
several hours of categoW 1 to one or more Enrth-deys, and may
include operation during the lunar night. This category is
_,sentatlve of long duration pressurized or uapre,m_rized m_r
mimiom.
3. Continuous operation (over me or more lunar day/night periods)
with no cyclic or idle operational periods. The LEV servicer and
certain robotic unpressurized rover missions characterize this
category.
Repreaentative power profiles for these three categories are shown in
Figs. 2.4.
Systems capable of meeting these requirements can be developed now
or within the timeframe for the SEI (early 21st century). They make
use of the following technologies:
Solar Photovoltaic (IV)
Hydrogen/Oxygen Primary Fuel Cell (IFC)
Hydrogen/Oxygen Regenerative Fuel Cell (RFC)
Pressurized Gas Reactant Storage for PFC's and RFC's
Cryogenic Reactant Storage
High Energy Density Sodium Sulfur Rechargeable Battery
Dynamic Isotope Power Systems (DIPS)--Brayton power
•Conversion Unit
Two distinct strategies of providing vehicle power can be considered.
The first method is the self contained power production system
characterized by PV/RFC and DIPS. These systems will be required
for long missions away from lunar base and for early missions when
the base infrastructure is sparse. The other approach is to
periodically refuel or recharge the system with fuel or power
produced •t the base by means of a solar and/or nuclear power
system. In this case the on-board power system would be re.chargeable
batteries, reactant replenished PFC's, or RFC's.
The candidate power systems were investigated in refs. 3 and 4 for
application to the previously discussed lunar missions. The results
shown in figs. 2-4 characterized these applications based on mass,
voluma and area. _I_e results are discussed below.
For the mission category representative of the regolith hauler, eight
different power systems were compared. Three used on-board PV
arrays to provide energy to RFC's or NaS batteries. A fourth system
used NaS batteries to provide peaking power with baseload and
recharge power pn:wided by a DIPS. Four more systems utilized
lunar base power to recharge NaS batteries, provide refuel for PFC's
or to po_r a RFC electrolyzer. These results are shown in fig. 2.
From the power profile it is seen that the peak power greatly exceeds
the baseline power level but the energy requirement for the peaks is
small due to the short time peaking power is required. Since the
vehicle is inactive periodically during the day and not used at all
during the lunar night, solar power is an acceptable energy source;
however, lunar base refueled PFC's have a considerable mass
advantage while lunar bare _a_ged NaS batteries haw • diminet
voluma and _ advantagewhichcouldbe • de,able feature for a
highly manem_rable vehicle. Similar results were obtained for the
LEVPU and mining excavator (red. 4) and could pertain to certain
pn:s_rized and uopmmudzed rover short mimonL
When the c.ycle period is _ frtan a few hours to r,everai days,
as in the case o/" the category 2 long range pressurized aver, the
energy storage mmpom:at becomes tarlte eaongh to make batteries
too _ to _r. _o_, f_cen, nad DWS,_ _ o_
op¢io_ For _ mtel_my IU_s with 1_ strays _ _1 in
during the lunar day but normally would be dornumt during the lunar
aight. Although the PV/qP,PC powered _over is redmrged Dd could
proceed 4 days into the lunar night it wonld do m only in emergency
since it wonld m be naduu,ged to begia the next daylight period if it
did so. DEPS would have a ug'dcal advutal|e in that it could aim be
used during the iuntr night _d does not require mdmp periods.
The four other tystema e_tg PF_s or gl_"s refue3ed or recharged
at lunar base were sized based on returning every 4 days. _]te results
are shown in fig. 3 where it is seen that the unshielded DIPS has
substantial nmss advantage over all systems except the recharged PFC
using cr_ storage. Human-rated shielding for the DIPS can i_mlt
in a severe mass penalty. The DIPS must Kcept either certain
operational cot_rnints on manned activity or a penalty for shielding
mass. The extent of the penalty is very design oriented, depending
strongly on reparation distance and the use of the vehicle structure
for shielding. This is dig'ussed in further detail in ref. 3. The results
shown in fig. 3 were bared on a shadow shield design at a 2m
separation distance and an allowable done of 22 REM over a 90 day
mission (22 REM from man-made source, 50 REM overall).
When the power requirement is increar_ from several days to
providing" power continuously through the lunar night, the enerlW
storage compo/ietqt becomes so large that it completely dominates the
tyuem. The only non-nuclear option which might be considered is •
PV/RFC combined with a cryoplant and tankage (ref. 5). More a
stationary power plant than a vehicle, this option has nt k.ast three
times the mass and volume of the DIPS (fig. 4).
From these results, the dynamic isotope ix,war system appears as an
option which is competitive for the greatest number of missions and
is the only competitive option for continuous power. Because its
competitive attributes m more heavily influenced by application
specific factors than the other systems, further examination it
warranted. For exam#e, shielding may be required for manned
operation but the shielding is specific to the user vehicle configuration
and operator tchedule. Its impact on the power tystem _ he
fully assessed until the mission requirements and user installation are
better defined.
Comparison of Brsyton and Stifling DIPS
In the previous discussion the DIPS pm_r eonvemion t3_tem vnw a
Brayton unit. The continuing development of the high power (10s
kWe) free piston Stifling engine _) as an alternative power
eonvet_on unit for the SP-100 space nuclear reactor (ref. 6) under the
NASA Civil Space Technology Initiative High Capacity Power
Program (CSTI/HCP) (re£ 7) and its applieatioe use at lower power
levels (ref. 8 ) makes it an attractive alteruatlve to the Brayton unit
in the DIPS application. In tel'. 9 a comparison of thesetwo
technologies for the DIPS application was performed. Both tke
Brayton and Stifling power systems used the same DOE General
Purpose Heat Source (GPHS). The FPSE characterization was based
on the CSTI/HCP Space Power Demonstrator Engine (SPDE) and
small engine designs developed at MTI and the Lewis Research
Center. Two heater head temperatures were considered: 1050K
corresponding to the superaHoy engine being constructed under the
present phase of CSTI/HCP and 13(X)K corresponding to the
refractory engine being designed for the next phase of CSTI/HCP.
As shown in fig. 5 three methods of integrating the FPSE with the
radioisotope heat source assembly (HSA) were considered. Tue fmtt
case uses a liquid metal pumped loop, while the second employs heat
pipes embedded in a cad>on/graphite block surrounded by GPHS
modules to cargy the heat to the FPSE heater head. 'I]fis second
configuration was studied in greater detail in ref. 10. In the third case
the FPSE heater bead is surrounded by the GPHS blocks which
radiate thermal energy in • directly coupled configuration.
A schematic of the Bray/on configuration is shown in fig. 6. The
isotope heat soutge assembly (HSA) was modeled using an
algorithium developed in ref. ll. The Bray/on converter
(turbomachinery, duct•rig and heat exchangers) was modeled using the
Closed Cycle Engine Performance Code (CCEP) described in ref. 12.
Two turbine inlet temperatures (Trl') were considered: 1144K
corresponding to superalloy materials of co•st•action and 1300K
representative of a refractory metal alloy engine.
Fig. 7 shows the results of a minimum mass optimization analysis of
the Bray/on and Stirling power systems. The variation in mass of the
Stifling power system as a function of output power for the three
different FPSE heater head configurations is shown. As would be
expected the directly coupled radiative case yields the lowgst mass.
Hc, P_'ver, its application is restricted to power levels below 1 kWe
where the heater head volume to surface area is favorable. The next
best design on a mass basis was the heat pipe coupled configuration.
Comparison of the Stirling and Bray/on results shows a factor of two
decrease in mass for the directly coupled Stifling case as compared to
the Bray/on in the low power range (-200 We). With scaling to
higher power levels (-20 kWe) the advantage is reduced to
approximately 20%. The comparison also indicates that the Stifling
units require radiator areas approJdmately half those of the Bray/on.
Similar results were obtained in ref. 13 where a Stifling power system
using a heat pipe coupled heater head was compared to a Brayton
system for use as a lunar mobile power source in the range from 2.5
kWe to 15 kWe. That study showed that the Stifling power module
was 20% lower in mass and required 40% less radiator area than the
Bray/on system.
Mars Rover/Man Aircraft
Although the lunar mission architectures were well defined in the "90
Day Study" and subsequent work, mission profiles and hence power
requirements for Mars Missions are not well defined. To date the
mission plan closely follows the lunar scenario using basically similar
devices. Indeed, one of the main features of the ref. 2 architectures
is to use the Moon environs and surface to test and gain operational
experience with Mars systems and simulate Man stay times.
However, the martian conditions are very different from those Of the
Moon, e.g.; 24 hr. versus 28 day day/night cycles, increased gravity,
CO2 atmosphere, dust storms, reduced solar intensity. Therefore,
power requirements and system designs require more study.
One uniquely Martian device recently studied at NASA Lewis (re/'.
14) is enabled and/or enhanced by the use of nuclear power. The
device is a long endurance aircraft operating in the Martian
atmosphere to perform such missions as magnetic and gravity field
mapping, terrain mapping, atmospheric surveys and
sunmillance/reconnaissance missions. Since the aircraft is designed
to fly continuously for up to a year, an inexhaustible source of energy
is requ_._L Two sources were compared: solar PV arrays and •
radioisotope heat source. The _ of the ai_'rnfi was based on
studies of high altitude aircraft for Earth al_lications since the
atmospheric density encountered st •ppm0dmalely 30.5 ken above
Earth is similar to that encount¢red near the surface of Mars. A
number of Earth applications studies for high altitude aL-t'raft were
performed in the early 1980's by NASA I.Jmgiey _ Center Md
Lockhe_ for flight times of up to I year. Their cmtcept used solar
power with regenerative fuel cells for energy storage.
For the solar powered ••.,waft "state-of-art" silicon solar cells •t
14.2% efficiency and "far term" thin gallium arian•de solar celia •t
25% eff'giencywere considered using • hydropn/orygen reganerative
fuel cell for energyt_rage. The mlar array panels are located over
the solar _ surface of the ainmhq. The aircraft is propelled by
a propeller attached through a gear box to an electric motor, as
shown in fig. 8. For • system designed to operate at 0° latitude
duriag winter solstice, the aitt'raft could cover the xegion horn 50 ° S
to 50 ° N latitude with • flight path that follows the Martian seasous
for • period of 1 Martian year. While ref. 14 considered cases
allowing higher latitudes the aircraft rapidly increased in size and
soon became prohibitively large. Therefore, • rensomtble sized solar
powered aircraft cannot reach to the Martian polar regions.
Two types of radioisotope heat sources were investigated for the Mat_
aircraft: Pu238 (material used in the GPHS RTG) and Cm244 which
has more than a 7 fold increase in specific energy (535 vs 74 Wfl(g)
over Pu238, Although Cm244 has been used in the terrestrial
applications it has not been qualified for space mlasions and hence
represents "far term" technology. To generate power from the heat
source a closed cycle Bray/on turboalternator was used. The •lit'raft
propeller is driven through • gear box by a turbine and an alternator
supplies electrical power for aH of the other aircraft function& A
diagram of the, system is shown in fWr9.
The performance characteristics for the solar and DIPS powered
Man aircraft is presented in Table IT. It is seen that for the "state-of-
art" systems (14.2% silicon versus Pu 238 DIPS) and for the "far
term" systems(25% GaAs versus Cm 244 DIPS) the size and mass
characteristics of the DIPS powered aircraft are superior to those of
the PV powered aircraft. However, both these aircraft due to their
ability for controlled flight over large amounts of territory are able to
perform mission scenarios beyond the capability of satellites, land
rovers or balloons. For this capability the DIPS is again the much
more desirable system because it can cover the polar regions which
are inaccessible to the solar powered aircraft. Therefore, the DIPS
is enabling technology for the aircraft surveillance of the Mars polar
regions and tignificantly enhances missions over the rest of the
planetary surface. An artist's conception of the solar povmred Mars
aircraft is shown in fig. 10.
_;pace Nuclear Reactor Systems
When power requirements exceed approximately 20 kWe radioisotope
heat sources become far too massive and costly when compared to
nuclear reactors. A broad apectrum of missions requiring power at
these levels has been defined. These mir_ions include earth orbital
platforms; ea.qh science and application experiments; earth orbit,
lunar and Mars transport; planetary exploration and extraterrestrial
resource exploration. The most widely investigated of there missions
have been the earth orbiting platform, lunar/Mars base and planetary
exploration. The application of nuclear power to there missions is
disc-_ in this Section.
Earth Orbiting Platforms Earth orbit, solar orbit, solar impact, sohtr escape, lunar "tmpsct" and
earth return were investigated. Nudem" safe Earth tobit was
When the need for earth orbital pater exceeds appro3dmately 50-100 determined to be the meet favorable method of dis_p¢¢_
kWe the use of large solar PV arrays becomes.increasingly difficult.
Nuclear power systems have the advantage of simplifying platform Lunar/Mars Am>lications
dynamics, eliminating the need for continual SUn orientati_-an_d-ue ........
to their compactness, reduce attmospberic drag in low earth orbit _ Earth tobit applications at power levels up to about s hundred
(LEO) with its attendant requirement for propulsive fuel makeup.
•The compactnes of the nuclear system also will facilitate acces to
the platform by other vehicles, the assembly of large space structut_
such as antonn_ and increase the viewing area for on.bos_
experiments and operations. Potential disadvamtages are t_
limitatk_ and constraints impo_d by the reactor shielding requL,'ed
to protect platform instrumentatioe and/or humans.
The al_tion of am SP-100 class nuclear power system to earth
orbiting platforms has been studied (refs. 15-17 ). The major issues
addressed in these studies was that of nuclear safety and radiation
protection and asr_x_ment of the constreints of reactor shield designs.
In ref. 1.5, three different methods for coupling the nuclear power
system to the platform were investigated. These methods were:
attaching the reactor directly to the platform, attaching the reactor via
| long flexible tether, or locating the reactor on a free-flying pov_r
platform. In addition, three options for power transmissions were
investigated. These optionswcre: electrical conduction, fuel tratwport,
or electromagnetic beaming.
The recommended design for the platform mounted reactor was a
shadow shielded reactor attached to a 70m boom with power
transmitted by electrical conduction. The design for the tethered
reactor occurrr_ for a tether length of 30 km with power transmission
kWe the advantage of nuclear venms solar power is mainly
sad hence enhancing rather than enabling. _, m one looks
touard the _tion and eommercialization of the Moon md Mars,
nuclear power becomes the enabling technOlolly on a mini basis for
high capacity continuous power. "l'nis is due to tbe massive energy
storage z_luirement for solar systems n=ulting from the _ lunar
Od _YS) andMut_ 02 hr)_.
scenario for introduction of nuclear _2tctor power into the
architecture depends higldy on the toed prof.. A widely
scenario (ref. 18) is that the initial outlxx_t power would be
by PVflTJ_ As power requirements increase the outpost would add
nuclear reactor power, using S_-100 thermoelectric conversion
technology (Ref. 6). As power needs expand further to include such
demands as In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) plamts an SP-100
reactor with highly efficient dynamic convemlon would replace
thermoelectric$ to provide a t_nificant increase in power level using
the ume reactor tuchnolo_.
Of primary omu:em in the use of nuclear reactors at man<ended sites
is human radiation protection. In red. 19 a lunar base using a 2.5 MW
thermal SP-100 nuclear reactor with FPSE power convetuion to
produce on electrical power output of 825 kWe was considered. As
shown in fig. 11, several reactor radiation shielding optiotm were
by an electrolysis plant at the reactor. This plant produces and investigated. The first option was to place the reactor in s cavity
pumps gaseous hydrogen and oxygen through hoses to fuel cells on either provided by natural terrain, blasting or excavating. The
the main platform. The water produced by the fuel celia is then radiation shield thus _ists of indigenous lunar rail and a Borel
pumped back to the reactor. This concept proved to be considerably
more massive than the boom mounted concept.
In the free flying reactor concept, hydrogen and oxygen are produced
on the reactor platform by electrolysis and transported to the main
platform by an orbital transfer vehicle which also returns the water
produced by fuel cells aboard the main platform. While this concept
allows the reactor to reside in a nuclear safe orbit it has the problem
of the reactor platform and main platform being in non co-planar
orbits for long periods of time due to the difference in drift rates at
different altitudes. This results in long storage periods between
resupply and/or large propellant consumption from the resulting
Delta-V requirements.
In ref. 16 the tethered reactor concept was refined to incorporate
electrical prover transmission by means of a high voltage DC coa_!
tube array, designed to operate in the meteoroid and plasma
environment of LEO. Since the tethered reactor has already been
shielded to protect its attached machinery, the tether must only be
about 2 km in length to attenuate the reactor radiation from
instrument f_tfe levels to human rated levels. This was potentially the
least massive of all the systems studied in refs. 15-17.
While refs. 15 and 16 investigated nuclear power concepts for earth
orbiting platforms, re£ 17 studied the critical questions of installation,
platform operation and disposal methodology. Human rated shielding
configurations were generated for extravehicular activity (EVA),
shuttle orbits approach, docking and departure, and EVA for end-of-
life separation and disposal of shutdc_vn nuclear reactor power
system. A number of disposal destinations including nuclear safe
bulkhead to prevent rail activation. The second option is a surface
mounted reactor and doughnut shaped shield constructed of
alternating layers of tungsten and lithium hydride which is transported
from Earth. This option is prolu'bitive on a ma_ basis since the
shield at 20 MT weighs as much as the entire rest of the power
uystem. The thixd option consisted of mounding toll around the
reactor. This requires nearly 20 times the amount of soil to be moved
as in the hole exx:wation concept previously discussed. Since the soil
thickness required is approximately 7m, it also requires long heat
tntnsport piping from the reactor to the Stifling power converters. As
a result of this study the excavated cavity option was selected.
As a follow on to the above study, ref. 20 compares Stirring, Breyton
and thermionics power systems for a lunar base application (ref. 18).
With a common output power of 550 kWe at 1000 volts DC and a
re.actor-to-bese dis_m¢_ of 250m the Stirring cycle coth_guration used
was that being developed for the NASA CSTI/HCP program and
included the 1050K state-of-the4rt supendloy and 1300K advanced
refractory metal engines. Two recuperated Brayton cycle concepts
were considered: the first operates at a state-of-the-art turbine inlet
temperature (T_ of ll40Kwhich corr_ to that developed and
tested in a previous NASA program (ref. 21), and the secoml is an
advanced design that operates at a TIT of1300K utilizing refractory
metals. In all of these cases a SP-100 derived (sized to provide
appropriate input power) space nuclear reactor was the heat sounx.
Two thermionic concepts used for comparison were taken from the
five cases analyzed in re£ 22. The first concept utiLizes the technology
being developed in the Thermionic Fuel Element (TFE) Verification
Program (ref. 23). It has a reactor output voltage of + 7.5 volt, a
conservativeinterelectrodegapand a 1800K emitter temperature.
The second case represents advanced technology with • tractor
voltage output of + 50 volts, a reduced interelcctrode gap and an
emitter temperature of 2000FL
Fig. 12 shows • mass comparison for the above cases. Of the "near
term" technologies (Baseline _ 1140K Brnyton and 1050K FPSE)
the FPSE •ystem has minimum mass. For the advanced technology
car_ (Adv. Ti_ 1300K Brayton and FPSE) there is very tittle
difference in overall mats. Radiator areas are shown in Fag. 13. It is
seen that there is a significant reduction in radiator area for the
thermionic erases due to their higher heat rejection temperatures.
However, the advantage of a miler radiator area my am he a
system driver on the lunar surface and the effect of high temperature
(90OK) radiators on the proximity of other base elements, human
presence and maintenance scenario• has not yet been studied.
_,o]ar System Exploration
Another pontential need for space nuclear reactors is the exploration
of the solar system beyond the Moon and Mars. For these missions
the distance from the sun is so great that the reduction in solar
intensity makes this source marginal and RTG's have been used in
past NASA missions. However, with the planning of more ambitious
miecions and with the ability to ma_mize mission utilization with
increased power the question arises as to the possible advantage of
space nuclear reactors to enhance or enable these missions. In an
attempt to understand this iasue, ref. 24 studied the possible mission
benefits of replacing the planned RTG power system on the Mariner
Mark II Cassini t'pacecraft/mission with a small nuclear reactor.
In the first case analyzed a small 1 kWe reactor system was used to
simply replace the RTG power system and provide twice the power
as shown in fig. 14. In this case the additional mass of the 1 kWe
reactor power tystem located on a 20m boom attached to the
spacecraft resulted in a flight time penalty. The penalty ranged from
0.8 to 1.3 years (depending on the assumed radiation tolerance of the
electronics) for the planned 6.8 year mission for the RTG powered
spacecraft. Although no major advantage was seen in replacing the
present RTG power source with a nuclear reactor for this mission, the
efimination of the plutonium isotope and the addition of "power to
burn" will make the spacecraft design and operation easier.
In a second case the reactor power was increased so that nuclear
electric propulsion (NEP) could he used to replace the chemical
propulsion system. In this case a relatively low power 25 to 30 kWe
NEP system can deliver the Cassini spacecraft to Saturn with no flight
time penalty. It also allows • direct trajectory which eliminates all
Delta-V gravity assist maneuvers and therefore remmes launch
window constraints. Moreover, upon reaching Saturn the electric
propulsion t'_tem can be shut down and the reactor power system can
he used to dramaticadly enhance the science portion of the mission.
The attractiveness of small nuclear reactors to provide power for NEP
and to enhance/enable mission science is being studied by .rPL (re£
25) and NASA Lewis for several other NASA planetary missions.
These missions may include Neptune Orbiter, Pluto Orbiter, Jupiter
Grand Tour, Jupiter Polar Orbiter, Multiple Mainbelt Asteroid
Rendezvous, Comet Nucleus Sample Return and Uranus Orbiter.
The power supply proposed for these 100 kWe class missions is the
SP-100 thermoelectric system currently under development.. The
advantages of using NEP for these missions are: shorter flight times
•(enabling in some cases); additional science with better performance,
accessibility and maneuverability at mission site; and multiple
rendezvous.
Several recent studies have investigated the use of nuclear power for
SE! missions and other space applications. For multi-hundred kWe
SEI missions on the Moon and/or Mars nuclear power becomes an
enabling technology for many applications due to the long 14 earth-
day night on the Moon and the J2 hr night of Mar& These have
prohibitively _ eaerlW storage requirements if minr enelgy is
used, For power requirements bcJow tens of kWe radioimtope and
mitt" eaczgy mmtgs can megt specific atimiom requirement& They
can be used for robotic precursor _ lunar/Mars ro,_ers and
mall mobile/statio_ pm_r systemsfor bnselo_/emergency power
for lunarfl_rs surface applications. At the power level requirement
suggested by the "90 Day Sttm_ dynamic isotope po_r systems are
found to be advantageous from • mum and cost baJfi& For there
system , free piston _ engine power coeverters show an
advantagem_rBray•oncycleson a maa andradiatorareaba_.
Asspacepowerrequirementsincreasebe3a_ thetensof kWerange
DIPS become too massive and costly and nuclear reactor power
becomes enabling. It can he applied to earth orbiting platforms,
lunarfl_/ars surface applications, planetary _ and nuclear
electric propulsion. The developing SP-100space nuclear reactor can
accomplish all of these missions in the range of 10-100 kWe when
combined with thermoelectric converrdon units. Above this power
level up to ~IMWe, SP-100 derived reactors with free piston Stlding
convtrts appear to be advantageous. This fulfills the requirements
identified by the "90 Day Study'. However, NEP for lunarflt_ars
transport applications requires MWe's of power. For this application
a scaled-up SP-100 derived reactor with Brayton or Ranklne
conversion is required. For unmanned planetary missions nuclear
reactors replacing RTG's provide an advantage in allowing the use of
NEP to shorten flight times, eliminate launch windows created by
gravity assist maneuvers and provide additional power at mission sites
to enhance and/or enable various r,cience miraions.
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TABLEL_MISSION EL_ME_'TS A_'D SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS
Iv_ssion elcmu_t _ssion
TT:_tPU Iv'tining P_lloi]d_ Pressurized rover Unpresro_:l rover
excavator hauler Short Lm_S SQmdfic
range nmsc tzlcmbodc mmslx_
iCRwsize:
Maximum 1
lv_'drnum 0
Payload li/ting and hauling capacity, ks 10000
Avtrage vcloc/ey, m/s 1
Maximum slope, dcg 6
I I 4 4 4 4
0 0 2 2 0 0
750 750 (a) (a) 1200 1200
2 2 2.8 2.S 2.8 2.8
6 6 20 20 20 20
15000 1000 1000' 4500 6000 600 600L.EVpayload mass allocation, kg
Power requb_nc_, kW¢:
Pcsk I0
Nominal 3
S_ndby 3
Opcr_on parameters per cycle, hr at-
Peak power 1
Nominal power 11
Sumdby 0
Inactive 12
40 15 (,) (a) 3 0.7
22 "3 7 12 2 0.3
I0 1.5 3 (a) (a) (=)
1 1 _) @) 16 336
8e s 10 96 24 336
|.4 |.4 0 _) 0 _)
13.6 13.6 t4 4s 0 (a)
"No speci/_cation.
Recharge and
_¢rlcncy
power
1200
2.8
20
6OO
(*)
96O
0
0
L_V
_rvic_r
(a)
(a)
(a)
(=)
I0
10
IO
S560
8560
0
Table II.
p_rformanceCharacteristicsfor Solar end DIPSPowered
MarsAircraft
WingArea,M2
WingSpan,M
Airframe,kg
Propulsion,kg
SolarCells,kg
FuelCell,kg
Isotope,kg
Payload,kg
Total,kg
Solar Cell Eft.,%
14.2
336.00
108.00
384.53
26.84
159.60
151.18
100.00
1189.44
Radioisotope
2,_ pu 236
118.72 145.00
47.50 48.20
161.64 213.70
16.87 65.90
56.41
94.07
140.80
100.00 100.00
438.20 521.95
Cm244
103.00
37.97
161.87
46.62
13.76
100.00
307.97
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Figure 1. Comparison RTG and DIPS
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